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The Importance of Water Quality
for Waterjet Cutting

By Ali Kulick

Total Dissolved Solids
The first hurdle in water quality is to filter out impurities before it can reach the high pressure line or cutting
head. Impurities in water are measured in parts per
million, or ppm, and consist of dissolved and suspended
solids. The total dissolved solids (TDS) in average American tap water ranges anywhere from 140-400 ppm,
with 500 ppm considered unsafe for human consumption.
The quality of the water supplied to the intensifier
pump can directly influence the service life of waterjet
components. A high concentration of TDS causes accel-
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erated wear of any components that come in contact
with the high pressure water because of the increased
abrasiveness of the water from the TDS.
Although it would seem logical that zero parts per
million is the desired quality water for a waterjet, it’s

actually counterproductive to remove all impurities
from the water. Pure water (H2O) is considered ‘the universal solvent’ and its presence in a waterjet can cause
major issues including metal pitting and other damage.
Instead, most waterjet experts recommend aiming for
low total dissolved solids in the water, with 60 - 70 ppm
of total dissolved solids optimal.
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Reverse Osmosis (RO) and Deionization (DI) units are
available as add-on’s for waterjet owners interested in
regulating the total dissolved solids. There are many
different brands of RO and DI systems on the market
and waterjet manufacturers can recommend which will
work best with a machine. Many manufacturers also offer closed-loop systems which use the same water over
and over again. Typically, these systems have built-in
water treatment to manage TDS.

is an easy fix that is strongly recommended by waterjet
technicians.

In addition to the concern for total dissolved solids,
water must be filtered for suspended solids. These are
solids in water that can be trapped by a filter, whereas
dissolved solids would pass through a filter. Suspended
solids constitute a wide variety of material, including
silt, decaying plant matter, industrial wastes, etc.

Environmental factors like rainfall and temperature of
the climate can also affect the initial water temperature.
In this case, waterjet professionals often recommend a
closed-loop system with chillers to keep everything at a
constant temperature.

Suspended Solids

Suspended solids can also cause shortened pump life as
well as difficulty with seals and nozzles. Also, if suspended solids make it into the high pressure stream,
they can act as an abrasive and damage high pressure
equipment. There are both pre-filtration and final filters
designed for this purpose, depending on the size of the
particle that needs to be removed. These filters are located inside of the pump prior to the intensifier and can
be easily changed by hand. Generally, the pump PLC will
send a notification when it is time to replace a clogged
final filter.
pH Level

Water pH is just as important as total dissolved solids
and suspended solids. If the inlet water has a low pH, its
acidic properties can damage the high pressure tubing
which would cause it to be replaced more often than
necessary. Similarly, if the inlet water has a high pH,
its basic properties can cause scaly buildup of calcium
carbonate on the inside of high pressure tubing. This
calcium carbonate buildup will eventually break off,
move through the high pressure tubing gaining momentum, and damage the waterjet orifice. Water used in a
waterjet cutting system should ideally have a pH level
of 7 which is neither acidic nor basic. The addition of a
water softener to regulate the pH level of the inlet water
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Water Temperature

Water temperature also has a big effect on the life of
waterjet components. Water entering the high-pressure pumps must be kept cold (below 70* F) or else is
can effect seal longevity. Water right out of the tap may
already be cool enough for some companies, but if not,
manufacturers often suggest a chiller system.

Opposing Theory

The use of a good quality water softener in conjunction with a 0.2 absolute final filter is very successful
for treatment of water for the intensifier. One OEM has
installed hundreds of waterjet systems using this setup
without any shortened component life. In the worst case
scenario, if seal life does not live up to expectations,
then a DI or RO system can be installed.
Conclusion

As part of installation planning, a water quality analysis
should be performed by a commercial company that
specializes in water conditioning equipment. The minimum information one should obtain from this analysis
is TDS, silica content and pH value. Each waterjet manufacturer has different requirements for water quality.
Check with the manufacturer to obtain the specifications for the particular machine.

As many waterjet technicians will attest, one of the
best ways to improve machine life is to invest in water
analysis and then incorporate the recommended water
conditioning system into the machine. Although water
quality should be analyzed by all waterjet owners, there
are also instances where treatment is not necessary to
have a well-functioning waterjet system.
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FABTECH 2014
has Georgia on
Its Mind

record numbers of attendees at each
of our last two shows in Chicago and

Las Vegas because there is simply no
better way to see new products and
technologies than at FABTECH.”

FABTECH is flying south for November! North America’s largest metal
forming, fabricating, welding and finishing event is expected to attract over
27,000 attendees and 1,400 exhibiting
companies to the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta on Nov. 11-13.
FABTECH exhibits will include live
equipment demonstrations, offering
visitors the unique opportunity to
see, touch and compare products
side-by-side and find cost-saving

solutions.  Special events at FABTECH
2014 will include (partial list): a
keynote presentation on “Creating
U.S. Jobs and Bringing Manufacturing Back Home” by Walmart VP for

U.S. Manufacturing Cindi Marsiglio; a
special panel discussion on “Bridging
the Manufacturing Skills Gap with

Veterans” to be held on Veterans Day
(Nov. 11); a keynote speech by former
Pittsburgh Steeler great Rocky Bleier;
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and a special FABTECH Industry Night
at the new College Football Hall of
Fame in Atlanta.

This year’s FABTECH expo comes
against the backdrop of the continued
resurgence of manufacturing in the
U.S. Recent data shows that manufacturers contributed $2.08 trillion to
the economy in 2013, up from $2.03
trillion in 2012. Offering a one-stop
shop to source the best products and
services from the U.S. and all over
the world, FABTECH is an invaluable
resource to the continued growth of
the sector.

“With 14 million pounds of equipment
over 500,000 net square feet of floor
space, FABTECH 2014 will be more
than 25 percent larger than it was
in 2010, the last time the show was
held in Atlanta,” said John Catalano,

show co-manager at SME. “We’ve had
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Simultaneously, FABTECH will once
again host an educational program designed to enhance attendees’ careers
and businesses.

“Beyond the world-class exhibits at
this year’s show, attendees can add to
their FABTECH experience by registering for more than 100 educational sessions and expert-led presentations,”
said Mark Hoper, show co-manager at
Fabricators & Manufacturers Association International. “These sessions
have become extremely popular, so
we encourage attendees to sign up
early if they are interested in learning
more about the latest industry trends
and technology in the metal forming,
fabricating, welding and finishing
industries.”

To find out more about FABTECH
and to register, visit the FABTECH
attendee registration page. For more

information about exhibiting at
FABTECH, contact a sales representative.

4-Roll Plate
Rolls us
s
r
ve 3-Roll
Plate Rolls
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Advantages and
Disadvantages
By Cary Mashall

Four- roll technology has been around almost since
the turn of the century: however, it was impractical, as the improved production did not justify the
costs.
With the advances in Fluid Technology this has
changed dramatically. It is now possible to buy a
four-roll machine for only about 20% more than a
three-roll double pinch machine.

Is this an important development to plate roll
users? To answer this question, let’s briefly review
the functions of the single initial pinch roll, double
pinch roll and the basic pyramid roll.
Pyramid Roll:

Unable to pre-bend, must either live with a large
flat area at joining point of metal, or use a press
brake to pre-bend prior to rolling. Its primary
advantage is that it’s inexpensive; however, unless
you can live with a large flat area on cylinder, it
ends up costing you more in terms of secondary
equipment and material handling. It is also very
difficult to roll cones.
Initial Pinch Roll:

Has pre-bend capability and material can be introduced horizontally. The disadvantage is that it
is difficult to do cone bending, and plate has to be
removed from machine and rotated 180 degrees
in order to pre-bend trailing edge. This is a serious

disadvantage as it requires that the plate is squared
completely once again, and it’s during the squaring
operation that many of the mistakes are made that
lead to bad parts. It is also responsible for many
shop accidents when the plate is being rotated 180
degrees.

2.

Double Pinch Pyramid:

It can pre-bend both ends of a plate without removing plate from machine. The disadvantage is
that it takes six different positioning of the rolls to
complete a cylinder. Because of the pyramid design,
it cannot pre-bend as close to the edge as an initial
pinch or a four-roll machine. It is able to roll cones,
but with difficulty.
For the purpose of comparison, I will be comparing
against the initial pinch and the double pinch rolls.
The pyramid rolls, while they have a place in the
market, are not considered when pre-bending is a
prerequisite.
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate
that the four-roll has all the desirable features of
the other two without the disadvantages - plus,
adds additional advantages the other two do not
have.
MG Four-Roll Advantages
Simplicity:
The single biggest advantage that four-roll machines have over the other two machines is simplicity.
In order to obtain a perfectly bent pipe with a
three-roll double pinch, it is necessary to do three
different operations:
1.
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It is necessary to pre-bend the leading edge
of material. This is done by pinching plate

3.

between one of the side rolls and top roll.

You must also lower the opposing side roll to
create the proper geometry for the pre-bend.
Because of this it’s impossible to load and
roll material in the horizontal position. It also
requires a much larger area in the shop as
the material must pass all the way through
the machine in its stretch-out condition for
the pre-bending so it requires at least equal
distance on both sides of the machine.

It is necessary to completely change roll position and move plate back to center of machine
and position side roll at correct position to
achieve required diameter.

This sounds difficult because it is. Remember, every
release of rolls is an opportunity for misalignment
of plate.
To roll a given diameter on a four-roll is extremely
simple. You introduce plate into the roll, touching

it off to the opposing outboard roll for quick and
accurate squaring of plate. You then raise lower central pinch roll and the plate is locked into
position with no possibility of slipping. After this
you back plate up to near tangent point of central
rolls, and then raise the left or right outboard roll to
the correct position to achieve your diameter and
begin rolling. When the back edge gets close, simply
release the left outboard roll and bring up the right
outboard roll until it touches the plate and finish
the pipe in one pass.
By comparison, a very simple operation. Because
the plate is automatically squared and always
pinched and not released until the pipe is complete,
the net result of this difference is that the four-roll
requires 66% less positioning and much less experience on the operator’s part.
In most cases, it is difficult to determine the correct
position of roll to achieve a given diameter. The op-
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erator takes his best conservative guess and moves
up from there; however, given the fact that on a
three-roll double pinch he must have 6 positioning
to achieve a diameter (even a wrong one) it becomes very time consuming with a risk of scraping
the material before correct diameter is reached. A
four-roll machine, which requires only two positionings, never releases metal and arrives at correct
diameter in less than half the time, with much less
risk of a scraped piece.
Given the above, there is no
question the four-roll is the simplest, most productive machine
available in rolling technology
today.

of the small diameter. This is an equal comparison
as far as it goes; but, by guiding the small diameter
and inclining the roll (both of which are necessary
to roll cones) you have still created an unnatural
situation for rolling cones. Why? Because on threeroll double pinch machine all three-rolls are driven,
which makes it very difficult for the contrast die to
be able to retard the rotation on the small diameter
while making the large diameter move faster? This
causes lamination and scarring on plate and the
roll.

Cone Bending:

As cone bending is very difficult
on an initial pinch roll it has, up
until the last few years, been
accepted that the best method
to bend cones is with a double
pyramid pinch roll. However,
it is not an easy process with
a double pyramid roll at all. In
fact, it is not uncommon for jobbers, as well as manufacturers,
to own a double pinch roll and
still choose to bump out their
cones on a press brake. The only
machine capable of bending a
cone properly is a four-roll machine.

To roll cones on a three-roll machine is very
difficult. First you must realize that a cone has to
be developed by rolling a plate at two different
speeds at the same time. This is a difficult situation
to achieve. Both the three-roll and the four-roll
machines are capable of inclining the side rolls
in a positive attitude, and both have a hardened
contrast die to control and slow down the speed
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So, why can a four-roll, which also has inclinable
side rolls and a hardened contrast die, do this difficult function better than three-roll? The answer is
this: the four-roll (lower central pinch roll) can be
inclined in a negative attitude and is also capable of
adjusting the force at which it pinches which allows
the roll to grip the cone only on the large diameter
which needs to turn faster and only with enough
force to turn the part. This allows the small diameter to be slowed down more easily.
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To sum it up, rolling cones properly, absolutely
requires a lower central pinch roll (fourth roll) capable of a negative inclination and adjustable pinch
pressure. Only four-roll machines have this capability but, be careful, not all four-roll machines have
it. Be sure to ask the builder about this feature.
Also, make sure when inquiring about four-roll
machines that the side rolls move independently
so that one can be used as a squaring gauge.
Handling the Plate:
Bending light sheet presents no particular handling
problem to either type roll, although the three-roll
must be lined up with a groove and then pressure
applied to hold this position. On a four-roll, you
merely bump the sheet off the back roll which acts
as a positive stop and then pinches the plate to
insure position.

The real problems start with the rolling of long
plate. Because the three-roll pyramid has to lower
one of the side rolls and pinch and pre-bend with
the other, it’s really not suited for long plates, as it
would drag the ground. This leaves two options; the
initial pinch and the four-roll.
The initial pinch can require as many as 2 or 3 people to help maintain control of the plate by using
cranes, hoists, etc. Also remember, the plate has
to be taken out of the machine and turned for the
opposite pre-bend operation. Again, this sounds as
a tough and time-consuming operation; companies
doing this type of work will tell you it’s tougher.
By contrast, once again, the four-roll is uniquely
suited for this type of work. First, like the initial
pinch, in a horizontal position allowing for conveyors or support stands, this is the safest, most
controllable condition and does not require two or
three men to control plate. Secondly, plate does not
have to be turned around.
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Speed:
Because the initial pinch must turn plate for second
pre-bend and the three-roll double pyramid must
make six positioning to roll a pipe, it’s conservatively estimated that the floor-to-floor time on making
a pipe is 50% faster in production situations on a
four-roll with much less operator expertise required. Put simply, if a three-roll can roll a vessel
in 20 minutes, a four-roll could do it in 10 minutes,
or twice as fast. Even if a company is rolling only a
few pipes a day, there is no reason not to do them
as rapidly as possible so you can get on with your
other work.
Automatic Squaring of Material:

On a three-roll machine, squaring of plate is a very
difficult process and one of the most important. It
is extremely difficult to control the squareness of
plate over a 6′- 12′ long piece with just one man.

Three-roll manufacturers usually put a small
groove in the outboard rolls to help line plate up
but even with this, it often requires two men to
square plate properly. No matter how long it takes,
there is no alternative; the plate has to be square or
you cannot proceed. This process, on a three-roll, is
time-consuming and can be very frustrating.
On a four-roll machine, the process is automatic
and takes only a few seconds and, equally important, only one operator. This is done by lifting one
of the independent outboard rolls and using it as a
squaring gauge. Once the material is in contact all
the way across, the operator simply drives the lower pinch roll up until it pinches material and, from
that point, you can roll complete pipe in one pass.
Constantly Pinched Plate:

One advantage of maintaining a pinched condition
is that the operator has total control of all plate motion. In this condition, it’s possible for one operator
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to roll parabolic curves or boxes without leaving
the control and with only one squaring of the plate.

This is impossible to do on a three-roll machine. It
also isn’t possible to vary the pinch pressure so that
you can supply strong force for big plate and less
force for thin or soft material and because the plate
is driven, it prevents it from slipping out of position
which happens with three-roll machines.
Another disadvantage of a three-roll double pinch
machine is rolling thin sheet (less than 30% capacity) because of the lack of resistance in the material.
Again, this is not a problem for a four-roll which is
pinching material and creating its own drive force,
regardless of resistance in material.
Bottom line; a MG four-roll plate bending machine
will improve your production dramatically.
Rotation Speed of Rolls:

Machines not using planetary drive system still

rely on chains, gears, clutches and synchronization
devices. These are items subject to maintenance.
Studies have proven that most shop break-downs
are due to lack of proper maintenance.
MG has for years used the Planetary Drive System
that does not require synchronizing gears or any
mechanical devices. It properly controls the different speeds. This is achieved by planetary drive
systems which are much stronger than other drive
systems and do not require synchronized gearing.
More importantly it does not require any maintenance.
CNC Controls:

The four-roll machine is the only plate roll that
truly utilizes a CNC control. On a three-roll machine, the CNC is basically used only to repeat side
roll positioning. It cannot accurately control lateral
movement. The three roll double pinch machine
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does not move the plate by driving it but rather
by dragging it. There is no guarantee that the roll
won’t spin slightly during movement and lose part
zero.

On a four-roll machine, because of the pinching of
the fourth roll, you do have constant control of the
material and, therefore, the CNC control can totally
control an entire bend floor to floor.

The advantages of a CNC control can be justified in
either large production applications, small production applications or in “just in time situations”.

The advantages in large production is that the computer will take care of most of the various rolling
processes leaving the operator only responsible for
putting the flat plate into the machine and taking
the round cylinder off the machine. In cases where
a vacuum feed, power feed table and parts ejector
are part of the system, the control will even put
the plate on the power feed table and then feed the
plate in and eject the cylinder when finished.

The control also has very strong advantages when
there are a lot of different parts to be rolled even
in small quantities. The control gives the operator
the ability to set up the machine from one part to
another in literally seconds. In either one of these
situations, the value of the CNC control cannot be
understated.
The MG Touch Command Control:

I believe this is the strongest control in the industry. If you have to make a parabolic shape, pentagons shape, hexagon shape or an elliptical shape
you would not need test material. You would only
require the one part you want to roll. The control
will make the part one off.
From the desk of Cary Marshall
C Marshall Fabrication Machinery, Inc.
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The Development of Solar
Hot Water Systems
By Ben Gravely

HVAC design engineers have used
pressurized glycol systems for decades
to transfer heat from boilers to the
load. This method is the standard for

hydronic heating systems and many
industrial heat transfer tasks. Naturally, they applied this design to solar
systems, treating the collectors as the
boiler and the tank as the receiver.
If you walk into most professional
engineering firms and ask them to
design you a hydronic heating system
or a solar system, they will grab their
manuals that show how to assemble a
pressurized glycol loop.

Since it’s too expensive to fill the solar
storage tank with a glycol solution, the
heat is transferred from the collec-

that when dry will leak air and when
wet will seal. That way you don’t have
to go to each one to burp it, it will do
so by itself. It is like the rope caulking
used in boat hulls for thousands of
years. As long as the boat stays in the
water, all is fine. If you take it out and
let the caulking dry out, it will leak
until the caulking gets soaked again.
There are many other kinds of auto-

tor loop into the tank through a heat
exchanger. The collector fluid goes
through one side of the exchanger
and the tank water goes through the
other side. There are two pumps, one
on each side of the exchanger, and
controls to turn the pumps on. Glycol

matic air vents, some based on the
float system seen in toilets. Safety also
requires a pop-off valve near the boil-

whenever the pump kicks in. When
such a system is installed, coin vents
(can turn the screw with a dime) are

A glycol-water mix is a great solvent
for shingles and plastics, including tile
floors. So the pop-off valves must have

loops are “charged” all the time. This
is good. They remain ready to run

installed at all the high points where
air can accumulate and vapor lock the

system. The startup procedure is to
fill and pressurize the lines (maybe 15
psi) and go around to all the coin vents
and burp the air out. Over the years,
people have invented clever coin vents
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er (i.e. collectors) to relieve pressure
in case the boiler controls go haywire.

a pipe running to a drain to contain
the liquid in the event of a failure.

Since pressure goes up and down with
temperature, a clever system was de-

vised to maintain a nominal pressure
in the loop. A tank, called an expan-
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sion tank, is installed in a tee in the
line. The expansion tank has a rubber
membrane running across the middle.
The system fluid fills up one side and
air fills the other side. The fluid in
the system can expand and contract
with temperature into the expansion
tank, and the air bladder will keep the
pressure within a specified range. The
air pressure is set with an air hose
and tire inflator, just like a car tire. A
chart is used to determine the correct
pressure according to the temperature
of the system at the time. However,
expansion tanks have a lifetime. The
rubber (or neoprene, or whatever)

bladder will someday crack from
flexing as it ages and the expansion
and pressure regulation benefits of the
tank are lost. The system will usually

vapor lock somewhere and the whole
startup procedure has to be repeated.

Unfortunately, solar hot water systems
don’t like to play by the rules. They

are not well-behaved. Typical HVAC
glycol systems do not go through

the extreme temperatures that solar
collectors do. A boiler heating loop

may have a maximum temperature of
140-160ºF. It never gets colder than
room temperature inside a building,
so the maximum temperature swing
from summer to winter may be 90ºF
(70-160ºF).

A solar hot water system, on the
other hand, has the “boiler” sitting
outside in the weather. It is always

off at night where there is no sun. In
the winter, the temperature may go
down to -40ºF (Willmar, MN). Even in
the mountains of NC, winter evening
temperatures can go well below zero.
A solar hot water system can have a
maximum temperature swing as high
as 260ºF (-40-220), or almost three
times what a typical boiler system
sees. In the summer time, the solar hot
water system will see its maximum
temperature, which varies according
to the application. The most extreme
case occurs when there is a very hot
day with high solar radiation, and
there is little need for the hot water.
This can occur randomly on weekends,
or summer vacations, and especially
on space heating
systems that sit
idle all summer.

failure and the pump stops. At this
point, a glycol system is in big trouble.

failures, unless you add a backup generator, which can have its own failure
modes. At night in the winter when

night, there will be vacuum in the
lines and the air vents will leak air in,
vapor locking the system. The next

down the supply line, creating a thermal convection loop. Some systems
have even frozen the heat exchanger

If it gets to the boiling point, it will
blow the pop-off valve. This drops
the pressure in the system. The next

day the hot glycol solution has air in
it. A chemical reaction occurs with

the oxygen that breaks the glycol into
fatty acids, which can clog and eat the

pipes if the situation is not corrected
promptly. This scenario is not self-correcting. The system stops working,
compounding the problem, and needs
to be attended to. This is a progressive failure mode. The pump should
never stop running during the day on
a glycol system in warm weather. To
avoid the over temperature problem,
large glycol systems have additional
equipment installed to dump excess
heat. It usually consists of a big fan coil
unit in the collector loop that kicks in
when the temperature gets too high
and dumps the heat to the outside
world. The components include temperature controls, bypass valves, fans
and pumps. The added complexity just
adds more failure modes. Heat dump
systems cannot overcome power

When this scenario
happens, the heat
from the collectors
is not needed and
the temperature
builds up until the
boiling point is
reached.

This same problem can occur if

there is a power
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the collectors are cold, the cold glycol
solution will try to circulate naturally

in this manner, causing rupture of the
cold water line. A check valve must be

installed in the collector supply line to
prevent fluid from flowing backwards
under cold conditions.
Whenever I think of solar glycol sys-

tems, I am reminded of the fairy tale
about the little old lady who swallowed a fly.

The Development of Drain Back Systems

In an effort to overcome the many
problems of glycol systems, early
researchers turned to other methods.
To overcome boiling and pressure
problems with glycol, high tempera-

ture silicon oils were used. Unfortunately, they were very expensive, had
poor heat transfer characteristics and
tended to leak out of soldered joints.
Others tried air as the heat transfer
medium. It won’t
boil or freeze.
Blowers and
ductwork to the
collectors were a

problem, and storing the heat from
the air in a pile of
rocks brought its

own problems of
mold and dust. You

can’t fab a rock pile
and ship it to a site.
Others went back
to plain water as

the heat transfer fluid. It has the highest heat transfer capacity of any fluid.
All others are measured against water,
which is rated as 100%. Glycol is
about 85%; silicon oil is about 20% as
good as water. Since water will freeze
and boil, the idea is to drain the water
from the collectors at night, or when
a high temperature limit is reached,
so it’s not there when the extreme

conditions come. The system doesn’t
have to be pressurized, so tanks don’t
have to have an ASME pressure rating,
which can double or triple the price.

Non-pressurized systems don’t need
pressure relief valves and expansion
tanks. Early designs included air vents
at the high points and heat exchangers
between the collectors and storage.
Some thought a vacuum breaker was
required at the top to make the water
drain out when the pump stopped.
Some even installed a pipe between
the collector supply and return lines
with an electric valve to guide all the
water to the return line for draining.
All these vestiges of glycol systems
only caused problems. Air vents and
vacuum breakers introduce fresh
oxygen into the water, accelerating
corrosion. Conventional air vents on
tanks cause evaporation losses, which
required periodic refilling (and fresh
oxygen). Protecting against corrosion
by lining the tank is cost prohibitive

back design. The original concepts
were:
•

Non-pressurized operation with
no expensive tanks, no code

•

No heat exchangers between the

•

•

•

•

above a certain size, and subject to
cracking during transport. Check

valves only complicate draining the
water from the collectors.
The GRC Drain Back System

The way to make the drain back

concept work was to rethink all the
features of the system to minimize
problems and maximize efficiency.

This was the origin of the GRC drain
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•

requirements, and no pressure
safety devices needed.

tank and the collectors. Maximum
heat delivered to the tank. Catch
all the energy possible.
Maximum efficiency in delivery of
heat to applications. Use no heat
exchangers where possible, such
as some space heating loops. A
domestic hot water exchanger is
always required.

Minimize evaporation losses from
the non-pressurized tank. The
tank vent design that emerged
prevents ordinary evaporation
losses while maintaining atmo-

spheric pressure.

Simple corrosion control. A
non-toxic, food grade boiler cor-

rosion chemical was selected that
scavenges oxygen from the water,
prevents galvanic corrosion and
helps clean the piping.
Unified tank system with multiple energy inputs and multiple

outputs. This is referred to as
“Grand Central Station”, where all
the energy is routed into and out
of the tank storage system.
Simplest controls, no prioriti-

zation of energy output among

applications. All applications have
equal access to the energy. This
prevents wasting stored energy
by having one application holding
off another.
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•

Maximize thermal energy con-

servation. Enclose all pumps,
exchangers, and controls within

the thermal insulation of the
system, where feasible. Use excess

heat from pumps, for example, to
heat the tank. Minimize line losses
by including local plumbing inside
the insulation shell. Some classes
of pumps are water-cooled. They

will work very well inside the
insulating shell. Larger pumps are
air-cooled and will not operate
within the thermal shell of the
tank.

The result is a system that is the sim-

plest possible, the most economical to
build, the highest efficiency and the
most durable. Many are still running
after 25 years with only routine
maintenance. In operation, when the
collector pump turns off, all the water
drains naturally back into the tank
from both the supply and return lines.
If there is a power failure, the water
drains back in the same fashion as a
normal shutdown. Neither heat dumps
nor antifreeze are needed to protect
the system, since the water is not in
the collectors when the pump turns
off, for whatever reason. There is only
one failure mode for a GRC drain back
system. It occurs if the solar control
activates when it should be off. Of
course, this can’t happen in a power

failure. The “power on” failure mode

has never been observed in the wild,
but it is possible. A simple override
control can be used to prevent the
system from running when the tank is

warmer than a certain temperature, or
colder than a certain temperature. It
simply interrupts power to the collector pump and requires human reset to
start again.

This failure mode has been observed,
however, due to operator error, so
its effects are well known. In one
case, someone left the control in the

“Manual On” mode in cold weather.
In another case, the factory controls
were replaced by un-authorized heat

pump controls in the field. If the “power on” failure occurs at night during
freezing weather, and the system runs
long enough to dump the tank heat
and freeze the collectors, the result

is a rupture of a collector pipe and
dumping of the tank contents on the
roof. When the tank contents are gone,
the process stops. Since the water
solution is non-toxic, the run-off is no
more dangerous than rain water on
the roof. If the control failure turned
the system on during a hot day, the
collectors might boil, sending steam
out of the atmospheric vent, thereby
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preventing excessive pressures. If
this condition lasted long enough, the
tank water would be depleted and
the steaming action would stop as
in the freezing case. Current remote

monitored controls are programmed
to eliminate tampering and to report

failures immediately. With only one
obscure failure mode, and no danger-

ous results, the GRC drain back solar
hot water system is far more “fail safe”

than a glycol system under any climate
or operating condition.
There are two elements to the GRC
Drain Back design: the system concept
and the resulting implementation into
a family of products. The product con-

sisted of a Fluid Handling System with
all the components built in under the
insulating shell. The electrical controls
are mounted in a cabinet attached to
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the outside of the tank. A patent was
granted for the drain back product
design.
Dr. Ben Gravely

Ben has 35 years in solar projects
and is considered one of the country’s
leading experts in the development
of solar energy. He is a founder and
past president of the North Carolina
Sustainable Energy Association and
received the Founders Award at the
association’s 25th annual meeting. He
has been awarded the ASME award for
Outstanding Service in solar energy
development. Ben is a founder of the NC
Solar Center. He has a PhD in Physics
from North Carolina State University.
http://www.solarhotwater-systems.
com/
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